
Formulating Agreements 
 
This template is based on the NonViolent Communication format created by Dr. Marshall             
Rosenberg. Please go to https://www.nonviolentcommunication.com/ for more information on         
NonViolent Communication, etc.. For extensive but not comprehensive feelings and needs lists            
please go to:  
https://www.cnvc.org/training/resource/feelings-inventory  
 
This template is designed to support you in navigating the process of sharing when you notice one                 
of your boundaries has been stepped over, naming the feelings triggered for you, asserting your               
needs, and requesting an agreement around honouring your boundary. This framework can help             
you and your familiars manage this frequently tricky terrain while maintaining connection,            
maximizing mutual understanding, and promoting the optimal brain state for each of you to              
co-operate for combined satisfaction. While the formula itself is quite simple, using it in the most                
successful fashion depends on several caveats which we will cover in depth below. 
 
The basic NVC format can be distilled into 4 parts: observations, feelings, needs, and requests. To                
coincide with the scaffolding of the rest of the Better at Boundaries Master Course, we have adapted                 
this basic format, renaming the 4 stages as follows: Observing, Feeling, Knowing, Claiming. 
 
While the NVC format does include time and space for a discussion of feelings, we have found that it                   
is usually more realistic and useful to spend some time processing the feelings before attempting to                
use this template because both remembering the format and applying it properly are intellectual              
brain activities and the feelings process helps support superlative intellectual function. You may             
refer to the template, Empathizing with Self and Others, for guidance with the feelings process. 
 
This template assumes, as is most often the case, that you either did not previously know you had a                   
boundary (which is now being activated), and/or that you have not previously spoken about the               
boundary with the person involved in breaching it. If you are beginning from a place of noticing a                  
boundary that has not yet been breached, you may skip to Stage 3. 
 
 

Stage 1: Observing 
Begin with naming observable actions. Do your best to avoid evaluations, assumptions, and             
interpretations of the actions you witness, even though you may feel triggered around the actions.               
What can you actually see or experience happening? 
 
Observational examples include: 
“Speak to me at that volume” 
“Don’t call me back when you say you will” 

https://www.nonviolentcommunication.com/aboutnvc/4partprocess.htm
https://www.cnvc.org/training/resource/feelings-inventory


“Leave your clothes on the floor” 
“Don’t do what you said you would do” 
“Don’t tell me the truth” or “Lie to me” 
“Turn away” 
“Aren’t talking to me” 
 
Instead of: 
“Shout at me” 
“Flake out on me” 
“Make a mess of the house” 
“Leave me high and dry” 
“Feed me a bunch of bullshit” 
“Haul off” or “Check out” 
“Ignore me” 
 
Put it in the framework: 
“When I see/experience/hear you ___________…” 

 
 

Stage 2: Feeling 
Name actual feelings that are triggered for you around (not necessarily “by” but “related to”) the                
observed action as clearly as possible, and again without evaluations, assumptions, or            
interpretations of the other’s intentions. While you may want to be vulnerable and honest about the                
uncomfortable feelings that came up for you, it is important to the process of forming agreements                
that you avoid blaming your feelings on the other person, because that invites defensiveness and               
disconnection. One way to keep this clear for yourself is to remember that although this situation                
may be putting you in touch with certain feelings, those feelings were likely there and/or available                
for you well before this instance, and if not triggered around this, would likely be triggered around                 
something else. 
 
Uncomfortable feelings examples include: 
Sad 
Angry 
Confused 
Afraid 
Worried 
Anxious 
Concerned 
Disconnected 
Isolated 
Helpless 
Powerless 



Upset 
 
Instead of: 
Betrayed 
Misunderstood 
Disrespected 
Abandoned 
Alone 
Like you don’t care 
 
Put it in the framework: 

“... I feel _________.” 

 
 
Stage 3: Knowing 
Name needs you have that either are not being met and/or that you would like to have met around                   
the topic or scenario in question. Often these needs become more obvious when you have a chance                 
to first process the uncomfortable feelings that are being triggered for you, and may relate to the                 
feelings you are having more than to the action(s) you observed. Generally, it works best to express                 
these in terms of the raw needs themselves rather than preferences or specific actions you might                
like. Remember, you can use the template, Disentangling Boundaries from Survival Strategies, if you              
would like help naming some of your needs. 
 
Needs examples include: 
Safety 
Trust 
Choice 
Consideration 
Equality 
Belonging 
Cooperation 
To matter 
 
Instead of: 
You to do x, y, and z 
You to stop… 
To be called back 
To have the house cleaned 
To be able to trust you 
 
Put it in the framework: 

“I need _________.” 



 
 
Stage 4: Claiming 
Name your clear and quantifiable request without being demanding. This is the concrete action you               
would prefer be taken by the other person. This is not framed as a condition of your acceptance or                   
love of the other, nor is it designed as a way to avoid or assuage your feelings. After you have                    
processed the feelings, you should be able to approach the request with the perspective that “it                
would enrich my life if ________…”. If your request doesn’t have that sensation, then you may wish to                  
consider doing additional feelings processing in order to separate more of the emotional charge              
from the issue. As intimated above, it also helps if the request is something that both parties can tell                   
has been done. 
 
Request examples include: 
“Speak to me at a lower volume” 
“Call me back when you say that you will” 
“Put your dirty clothes in the hamper and your clean ones away” 
“Do something when you say you will” 
“Tell me the truth about…” 
“Stay close/face me when we’re talking/stay connected with me” 
“Talk to me about the issues we have” 
 
Instead of: 
“Stop shouting at me” 
“Help keep me from worrying about you” 
“Keep the house clean” 
“Follow through” 
“Always tell the whole truth” 
 
Put it in the framework: 

“Would you be willing to _________?” 

 
 
Put all together, it goes: 

 
“When I see/experience/hear you _________…, 
 
I feel _________. 
 
I need _________. 
 
Would you be willing to ___________…?” 



 


